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Trade Pacific is a leading international trade law firm. We opened

in 2004 with the sole purpose of specialising in compliance with

international trade laws. Our attorneys and advisors collectively

have decades of experience, and each has had a substantial career

either in trade practices at the largest global law firms or within the

U.S. government. Our law firm provides sophisticated legal

expertise through personalities that naturally find solutions the

largest firms typically do not offer. Our name reflects our particular

experience with trade relations between the United States and

Pacific nations, while our overall experience extends around the

globe.

For exports, our expertise keeps clients in compliance with export

controls and economic sanctions, including the Export

Administration Regulations (‘EAR’), International Traffic in Arms

Regulations (‘ITAR’), Office of Foreign Assets Control’s (‘OFAC’)

sanctions regulations, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (‘FCPA’), and

counterpart laws in other countries. Compliance is not the only

goal, however. Business proceeds more smoothly because we

reduce export licensing burdens and provide tailored policies,

procedures and training. We also ensure clients can properly

evaluate possible acquisitions by providing effective trade due

diligence. In the event of violations, investigations or audits, clients

rely on us to avoid or minimise consequences for the business while

also resolving any compliance weaknesses. 

For imports, we specialise in cutting costs that result from trade

remedies like antidumping, countervailing duty and safeguards

investigations. Over the last 20 years, our trade remedy lawyers

have been involved in every significant AD/CVD and safeguards

case. Our clients have obtained substantial victories in these cases

while also achieving competitive advantages in their industries.

Companies also use our strategies to identify and prepare for cases

to come. With our planning, clients have avoided substantial import

duties. We understand how companies operate, and we guide them

in structuring their operations to ensure products enter the U.S.

market at the lowest possible duty rate.  

We prioritise going where industry is, both in the United States and

abroad, and understanding each business’s particular concerns and

issues. Our approach is to immerse ourselves in the complexities of

business and law so that clients get the best compliance strategies

without needlessly hampering their global business.
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